
Healthcare Challenges Solved

Empower yourself to make the right 
medical decisions for you and your family



Safeguarding the health and wellness of  those 

most important to you can be an overwhelming 

experience. Whether you are dealing with a 

difficult diagnosis, taking care of  elderly parents, 

or being proactive about your health, we help you 

quarterback the resources you need for optimal 

health and wellness.  PinnacleCare’s  highly 

personalized approach provides our Members 

with efficient access to the finest health care 

experiences and concierge-level support to lead the 

healthiest lives possible, both at home and abroad.

PinnacleCare was founded based on the need 

for objective, unbiased healthcare resources to 

help guide individuals and their families through 

a logical, thorough and informed decision-making 

process in all matters related to their health. 

PinnacleCare brings the peace of  mind that comes 

with having 24×7 x365 access to a universal medical 

record and a dedicated health advisory team to 

coordinate leading health experts, world-renowned 

specialists, and evidence-based treatment options 

– wherever and whenever they should be needed.

PinnacleCare Brings 
Peace of Mind...

A team you can trust to guide you through 
your healthcare challenges

 



Healthcare Challenges Solved

888.594.9174     www.pinnaclecare.com

Why PinnacleCare?
Whether you or your loved ones are facing a serious illness or simply seeking ways to live a longer, healthier 
life, today’s complex healthcare environment can be confusing and exhausting. With healthcare, we often 
find that we are on our own – no matter what resources we have to help us navigate the rest of our lives. 
Our knowledge of which doctors are the best, or where to get the right care for an illness, is too often 
predicated on biased opinions, limited information, or quite simply, geography.

PinnacleCare offers personalized memberships to address a broad range of healthcare challenges:

     •  Facilitate access and manage all needs when facing a critical or life-threatening diagnosis 

     •  Manage the demands of a chronic condition or ongoing illness for greater continuity of care

     •  Coordinate diverse medical and healthcare needs for an aging family member

     •  Orchestrate healthcare needs for the traveler facing a medical crisis when away from home

     •  Proactively enhance your current health 

     •  Safeguard your company’s most valuable assets – its executives and employees
    

How Can We Help? 

The healthcare system is complex and will only get more complicated.  As much as they care, doctors don’t 
have the time to proactively manage the risks to your health.  

PinnacleCare empowers you to take a more proactive role to manage your health and medical risk:

    •  Unprecedented Access to the finest physicians and medical institutions in the United States 
        and abroad

    •  Objective Medical Research for due diligence and vetting of provider and treatment options so 
        you can make better and more-informed decisions

    •  24/7 Global Travel Support to coordinate and oversee your medical care anywhere in the world

    •  Universal Electronic Medical Record Platform that provides 24/7 accessibility to your entire 
        medical  history to inform all providers who are involved in your care

    •  Private Health Advisory Team to fully coordinate every detail of your healthcare experience



888.594.9174     www.pinnaclecare.com

 The World of Private Health Advisory

Call to learn more.  We’re here to help.

 



 
Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC, Private Wealth Management or its affiliates (the 
“Firm”) do not currently offer the private health advisory services provided by 
PinnacleCare (the “Service Provider”). The Service Provider is not an affiliate of the 
Firm. Any review of the Service Provider performed by the Firm was based on 
information from sources that we believe are reliable but we cannot guarantee its 
accuracy or completeness. This referral should in no way be considered to be a 
solicitation by the Firm for business on behalf of the Service Provider, or an 
endorsement of the Service Provider by the Firm. The Firm makes no representations 
regarding the suitability or otherwise of the products or services provided by the 
Service Provider. There may be additional service providers for comparative purposes. 
If you choose to contact the Service Provider, we recommend that you interview such 
Service Provider, do thorough due diligence, and make your own independent 
decision. The Firm will not receive a referral fee for referring you to the Service 
Provider. The Firm is a diversified financial service company with millions of individual 
clients, and corporations, institutions and governmental clients in several countries 
around the world. The Firm routinely enters into a variety of business relationships 
for which either the Firm receives compensation, or pays for services, and such 
business relationships may include the named Service Provider, its employees or 
agents, or companies affiliated with the Service Provider. 
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